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Abstract
This paper proposes an end-to-end Neural Named
Entity Relationship Extraction model (called Neu-
ralNERE) for climate change knowledge graph
(KG) construction, directly from the raw text of
relevant news articles. The proposed model will
not only remove the need for any kind of human
supervision for building knowledge bases for cli-
mate change KG construction (used in the case of
supervised or dictionary-based KG construction
methods), but will also prove to be highly valu-
able for analyzing climate change by summarising
relationships between different factors responsi-
ble for climate change, extracting useful insights
& reasoning on pivotal events, and helping indus-
try leaders in making more informed future deci-
sions. Additionally, we also introduce the Science
Daily Climate Change dataset (called SciDCC)
that contains over 11k climate change news ar-
ticles scraped from the Science Daily website,
which could be used for extracting prior knowl-
edge for constructing climate change KGs.

1. Introduction
News outlets have played a crucial role in increasing aware-
ness about climate change through their news articles, be-
cause of which more and more people have started to un-
derstand the consequences of climate change. The volume
of news articles published regarding climate change has
been increasing rapidly with the growth in news coverage.
This has made it challenging to extract valuable information
regarding climate change from these news articles. Algo-
rithms that can extract and organize climate change informa-
tion by condensing the relevant knowledge directly from a
large collection of noisy and redundant news articles could
prove to be highly valuable in analyzing relationships be-
tween different factors responsible for climate change. This
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would help in generating useful insight and reasoning about
the pivotal events which in turn will help industry leaders in
making more informed policies relating to climate change in
future. Such knowledge can be distilled from the structured
representation of knowledge graphs (KGs) generated from
these news articles.

There has been a growing interest in generating high-quality
KGs for information extraction from raw text (Yu et al.,
2020; Saxena et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Nathani et al.,
2019; Lin et al., 2019; Wities et al., 2017). Previously,
KG construction approaches were either supervised (Bol-
lacker et al., 2008) or semi-supervised (Carlson et al., 2010;
Dong et al., 2014), both of which were expensive and time-
consuming due to the involvement of human supervision.
Recently, neural models have enabled KG construction with-
out any human involvement (Bosselut et al., 2019; Balaze-
vic et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 2018; Trivedi et al., 2017;
Garcı́a-Durán et al., 2018). The problem with the exist-
ing approaches is that they all use some prior knowledge
in the form of Knowledge Bases (KB) to learn to predict
relationships between the subject-object entity phrases for
constructing KGs. This is the major reason why not much
work has been done for constructing climate change KGs
since there doesn’t exist any well-established KBs for cli-
mate change.

To solve this problem, we propose NeuralNERE, an end-
to-end Neural Named Entity Relationship Extraction model
for constructing climate change knowledge graphs directly
from the raw text of relevant news articles. Additionally,
we introduce a new climate change news dataset (called
SciDCC dataset1) containing over 11k news articles scraped
from the Science Daily website, which can be used for
extracting prior knowledge for constructing climate change
knowledge graphs using NeuralNERE.

2. SciDCC Dataset
The Science Daily Climate Change dataset called SciDCC
was created by web scraping news articles from the ”Earth &
Climate” and ”Plant & Animals” topics in the environmental
science section of the Science Daily (SD) website. The SD

1https://sites.google.com/view/scidccdataset
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Figure 1. NeuralNERE Model Architecture

Table 1. Key statistics of the SciDCC dataset.
# NEWS ARTICLES 11,539 # NEWS CATEGORY 20
AVG. TITLE LEN. 9.32 MAX. TITLE LEN. 65
AVG. SUMMARY LEN. 47.28 MAX. SUMMARY LEN. 488
AVG. BODY LEN. 523.18 MAX. BODY LEN. 1968

Table 2. News Category Statistics
NO. CATEGORY # NEWS ARTICLES

1 EARTHQUAKES 986
2 POLLUTION 945
3 GENETICALLY MODIFIED 914
4 HURRICANES CYCLONES 844
5 AGRICULTURE & FOOD 844
6 ANIMALS 758
7 WEATHER 719
8 ENDANGERED ANIMALS 701
9 CLIMATE 700

10 OZONE HOLES 623
11 BIOLOGY 620
12 NEW SPECIES 527
13 ENVIRONMENT 478
14 BIOTECHNOLOGY 460
15 GEOGRAPHY 407
16 MICROBES 398
17 EXTINCTION 356
18 ZOOLOGY 210
19 GEOLOGY 28
20 GLOBAL WARMING 21

news articles are relatively more scientific when compared
to other news outlets, which makes SD perfect for extracting
scientific climate change news. In total, we extracted over
11k news articles from 20 categories relevant to climate
change, where each article consists of a title, summary, and a
body. For each category, we were able to extract a maximum
of 1k news articles. The key statistics of the SciDCC dataset
are summarized in Table 1 and more detailed statistics can
be found below. Here, we provide more detailed statistics
about the SciDCC dataset. Table 2 summarises the no. of
news articles extracted per category. All the histogram
plots (right) in Fig. 2, shows the length distribution of title,
summary, and body of news articles, whereas all the density
plots (left) in figure shows the cumulative distribution of
these lengths over the years.

Figure 2. Length Distribution statistics of the SciDND dataset.

3. NeuralNERE
In the this section, we describe each component of the pro-
posed NeuralNERE model (see Fig. 1). The primary objec-
tive of the NeuralNERE model is to learn the embedding
representation of the intended relationship phrase that de-
scribes the relationship between any two named entities
present in the previously introduced SciDCC dataset. These
learned embedding representations of the intended relation-
ship phrase for every named entity pairs [Entity 1 (subject),
Entity 2 (Object)] present in the SciDCC dataset will later
be used to generate a climate change knowledge graph us-
ing the [Entity 1 (subject), Relationship, Entity 2 (Object)]
triplets.

We first create an input corpus by extracting the raw text
from the summary part and body part of all the articles
present in the SciDCC dataset. This input corpus is first pre-
processed (tokenization, lower-casing, stemming, lemmati-
zation) and then used for: (1) fine-tuning a language model
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(a character-based language like FastText2 or GloVe3) for
learning the word embedding representations corresponding
to every word present in the corpus; (2) for extracting all the
named entity phrases as well as all the possible relationship
phrases. The named entity phrases and the possible relation-
ship phrases are extracted by using Part-of-Speech Tagging
(POS Tagging). All the word tokens are marked with their
corresponding POS tags which are utilized to create (1) an
entity phrase list by extracting all the named entity phrases
using noun-phrase chunking, and (2) a relationship phrase
list by extracting all the possible relationship phrases us-
ing verb-phrase chunking. The fine-tuned language model
is then used to convert the extracted named entity phrases
from the entity phrase list, and relationship phrases from the
relationship phrase list into their corresponding embedding
representations. We propose to use a character-based lan-
guage model to avoid problems while generating embedding
representations for multi-word entity/relationship phrases.
All the extracted named entity phrases are represented by
E, and all the extracted possible relationship phrases are
represented by R.

E = [e1, ..., en];R = [r1, ..., rm] de, dr ∈ N (1)

Here in Equation (1), ei ∈ Rde represents the de-
dimensional embedding representation of the ith named
entity phrase in E; ri ∈ Rdr represents the dr-dimensional
embedding representation of ith relationship phrase in R;
n & m are the number of phrases in E and R respectively.
Next NeuralNERE uses E & R as input, and tries to learn
the intended relationship representations between all the pos-
sible entity pairs that can be generated from the entity phrase
list. These learned intended relationship phrase representa-
tion will later be used to construct the climate change KG.
For training, NeuralNERE uses (1) A pair of entity phrase
representations represented by (s, o), where the s ∈ Rde

is the entity phrase representation of the ith entity phrase
(in E) which acts as the subject in the subject-object rela-
tionship, and o ∈ Rde is the entity phrase representation of
the jth entity phrase (in E) which acts as the object in the
subject-object relationship; (2) A relationship phrase matrix
Mrel ∈ Rdr×m, which is basically a matrix constructed by
concatenating (⊗) all the m relationship phrase representa-
tions together from the relationship phrase list, as shown in
Equation (2).

Mrel = r1⊗ r2⊗ ...⊗ rm;Mrel ∈ Rdr×m, ri ∈ Rdr (2)

Next, NeuralNERE uses an encoder-decoder network for
encoding the relationship between the subject entity phrase
represented by s and object entity phrase represented by o
into an encoded representation zij ∈ Rdr , having the same
embedding representation size as that of the relationship

2https://fasttext.cc/
3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

phrases. The encoder network f , first encodes the input
subject-object entity phrase pairs (s, o) into an encoded
vector zij , and the decoder network g then decodes the
encoded vector zij into reconstructions represented by (ŝ,
ô), as shown in Equation (3).

ŝ, ô = g(zij); zij = f(s, o) ŝ, ô ∈ Rde (3)

This encoded vector zij represents the embedding represen-
tation of the intended relationship phrase between subject-
object entity phrase pairs that NeuralNERE is trying to
learn. Although we want the encoded vector zij to capture
the relationship between phrases represented by s and o,
but in reality, we don’t really know much about the nature
of information being captured in the encoded vector. In
order to force zij to capture such relationship-based infor-
mation, NeuralNERE uses the relationship phrase matrix
Mrel which contains embedding representations of all the
existing relationship phrase. To do this NeuralNERE first
generates attention scores (αij) by taking a matrix-vector
product (•) between the transpose of normalized Mrel ma-
trix and zij , as shown in Equation (4). The normalization of
Mrel matrix is done by pre-multiplying it with a diagonal
matrix Drel=diag( 1

|r1| , ...,
1
|rm| ), where the values at the

diagonal are the reciprocal of the absolute values of rith
column inMrel matrix. These attention scores are then used
for taking an attention-based weighted sum of all the rela-
tionship phrase embedding representations for generating
a new encoded representation represented by ẑij that also
captures the relationship-based information, as shown in
Equation (5). These attention scores enables NeuralNERE
to give more attention to ri’s that better represents zij .

αij = [α1, ..., αm]T = Drel •MT
rel • zij (4)

ẑij =Mrel • αij (5)

Now we will use the above generated encoded vector ẑij to
enforce the encoded vector zij to capture relationship-based
information. We will do so by modifying the overall loss
function. The loss function of the proposed model will con-
sist of two terms, (1) The first term will be the reconstruction
loss represented byL1 in Equation (6), which will ensure the
reconstruction of input in the encoder-decoder network; (2)
Second term will be the cosine similarity loss (− log cos())
between the two encoded vectors ẑij & zij represented by
L2 in Equation (6), which will ensure the learned encoded
representation to capture the relationship-based information
from the existing relationship phrase representations. The
overall loss function (Loverall) of the NeuralNERE model
will be the addition of the above mentioned individual losses,
as shown in Equation (7).

L1 = E(([ŝ, ô]− [s, o])2);L2 = − log cos(ẑij , zij) (6)
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Figure 3. Effect of ρ on Knowledge Graph Construction

Loverall = L1 + L2 (7)

Next after training the NeuralNERE model with all the
possible combinations of subject-object entity phrase pairs
that can be constructed from the entity phrase list using
our custom loss function Loverall, the encoder network f
learns to generate the embedding representation of the in-
tended representation phrase between the subject-object
entity phrases. Now we use the trained encoder network f
to predict the embedding representation zpreij of the intended
relationship phrase for all the subject-object entity phrase
pairs. To extract the actual phrase corresponding to zpreij ,
we first compute the cosine similarities between zpreij and
all ri ∈ R. Then the relationship phrase corresponding to
the rk, which has the highest cosine similarities with zpreij is
chosen as the intended relationship phrase. We don’t choose
any if all the computed cosine similarity values fall below a
threshold ρ. Such a threshold keeps the model in check and
prohibits the generation of useless relationships (as shown
in Fig. 3). Finally, these triplets comprising of a subject
entity phrase, an object entity phrase, and the predicted rela-
tionship phrase (from NeuralNERE) are used to construct
the climate change knowledge graph.

In the proposed model, we introduce a threshold ρ to keep
the model in check during the relationship generation phase.
For intuition, ρ limits the proximity of search for the in-
tended relationship phrase from the predicted representation
of the intended relationship phrase. Decreasing the value
of threshold parameter ρ enables the exploration of relation-
ship phrases that are relatively distant from the predicted
representation of the intended relationship phrase, whereas
increasing the value of threshold parameter ρ prohibits the
exploration relationship phrases that are relatively distant.
This is illustrated in the Figure above. As shown in case 1,
for some value of ρ if there only exist a single rk ∈ R such
that the cosine similarity of rk and zpredij is more than the
threshold value ρ, then the relationship phrase correspond-
ing to rk will be chosen as the intended relationship phrase.
Whereas as shown in case 2, for some value of ρ if there
does not exist any rk ∈ R such that the cosine similarity

of rk and zpredij is more than the threshold value ρ, then no
relationship phrase will be extracted between the subject
and object entities. Case 2 demonstrates the example in
which the proposed model prohibits the generation of use-
less relationships. Finally as shown in case 3, for some value
of ρ if there exist rk1 , rk2 ∈ R (in other words more than
one relationship phrases) such that the cosine similarities
of both rk1 & rk2 with zpredij are more than the threshold
value ρ, then the relationship phrase corresponding to rki

with the highest cosine similarity with zpredij will be chosen
as the intended relationship phrase. Case 3 demonstrates the
example wherein the proposed model chooses the intended
relationship phrases whose representation is in the closest
proximity to the predicted representation of the intended
relationship phrase.

4. Projected Results
Using the proposed SciDCC dataset and NeuralNERE
model we aim to give industry leaders, analyst, and pol-
icymakers a tool for:

• Extracting and organizing climate change information
from a large collection of news articles.

• Analyzing relationships between different factors re-
sponsible for climate change.

• Gathering insight/reasoning about the pivotal events
for more informed climate change policy making.

In conclusion, we proposed NeuralNERE, an end-to-end
Neural Named Entity Relationship Extraction model for con-
structing climate change knowledge graphs directly from the
raw text of relevant news articles. We also introduced a new
climate change news dataset (called SciDCC dataset) for
extracting prior knowledge for constructing climate change
knowledge graphs using NeuralNERE.
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